WJ is the UK’s leading provider of award winning road markings, specialist highway products and services with extensive experience in the industry.

Road marking material manufacture and specialist application of markings are our core business activities. Providing high standards on a national basis, we ensure delivery of unrivalled local service from strategically located UK depots.

What the WJ survey service offers:
- Utilising state of the art, Dynamic Reflectometers, the WJ surveying service allows clients to efficiently review performance of retroreflectivity in line with the requirements of TD 26/07 Chapter 2 Road Markings, Annex A.
- The survey can measure the retroreflectivity of all types of road markings, with or without aggregates, including thermoplastic, paint, marking tapes and cold plastic materials whether they are smooth, textured, profiled or coloured.
- Using bespoke Retro Vehicles, road markings are surveyed at normal traffic speeds. Unlike portable devices, the Dynamic Retroreflectivity System is ideal for surveying extensive road networks including motorway and trunk road whilst maintaining safety best practice.
- A full detailed report is provided on completion.
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Dynamic Reflectometer surveying service

Ideal system for surveying extensive networks including motorway and trunk roads

Key features:

- Measurement of the night visibility at any time of the day or night due to ambient light supervision.
- Integrated camera for road surveillance with picture sequence every 25 metres, plus the option of manual or automatic picture taking of special features.
- Verbal comments can also be recorded in addition to the special features.
- Equipment calibration is fast and simple.
- Can be mounted on either side of the vehicle.
- Measurement of markings with profiles up to 9mm.
- All important data recorded at the same time including integrated temperature; humidity measurements; day contrast ratio and GPS coordinates.
- Ability to capture and count active Cats Eyes.
- Data outputs into Microsoft Excel, allowing easy statistical analysis of the data.
- Easy to understand reporting.

To book your survey or to find out more information on how our survey can help you with the maintenance of your road markings please contact us:

T: +44 (0)1274 606 770
E: retro surve ying@wj.uk

WJ Products Limited,
Technical Department,
New Works Road,
Bradford, West Yorkshire,
BD12 0RU
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